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- Started September 2016
- Delivery franchised to 7 FE colleges
- 2 routes - full time and part time apprenticeship
- Apprenticeship leads to Assistant Practitioner award
- Enables progression to level 5 adult nursing
Nursing Associate

- A route within the FdSc. One replacement module (SHU validated Dec 17)
- Planning for autumn NMC approval
- Planning franchise with Rotherham College only as first cohort
- Mapping against NMC standards (published Oct 2018)
- NA MYEPAD in development
Nursing Degree Apprenticeships

- Apprenticeship students must attain same entry level requirements as standard undergraduate students.
- Will still be required to experience 2300 study hours practice
- Students can APL up to 50%. Possible top-up for NAs
- Required to pass an 'end point assessment' to meet the requirements of the IfA
Challenges

- NA supernumary status
- Franchising model to FE colleges - quality assurance
- NA Access to all fields
- DA integrated EPA
- Funding
Your turn..............
Group work

- How do you envisage the nursing skill mix of the future?

- How will this impact on interprofessional learning?
More......

- How will nursing associate students and apprentice degree students impact on student supervision and assessment?
Even more........

- How do you think these new routes could impact on recruitment into nursing and how could it help with retention of the workforce in the future?
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